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Scribbled Journeys is an illustrated collection of 49 poems that range from funny childhood
anecdotes to stories of magic and adventure.Join two brothers on their crazy journey to find the
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Meet a girl who receives a magical piano from her
grandmother, a boy with an ill-tempered jack o’ lantern, and a goldfish that turns out maybe not
to be a goldfish after all. Learn about the world of socks, what guide dogs actually do for their
blind partners, and more.Inspired by childhood dreams and the turning of seasons, this quirky
and whimsical collection is one that parents and children can enjoy together.

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 1—The content is exactly what the title implies. This is a
picture book version of the creation story as told in Genesis. It has minimal text taken from the
King James Bible. It begins with God separating the light and darkness and ends with the
seventh day of rest. There is no additional text or information. Each simple, childlike acrylic
painting corresponds directly to the text, but this version does not stand out in an already
crowded field of excellent options. VERDICT A pleasing addition for fans of Rylant and church
libraries looking for multiple versions of Bible tales.—Kris Hickey, Columbus Metropolitan
Library, OH --This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewThe Creation story,interpreted with
minimalist art. Rylant's text, looking as if hand lettered and adapted from Chapters 1 and 2 of the
book of Genesis from the King James Bible,emphasizes for the youngest readers and listeners
how very basic yet how extraordinary this story simultaneously is. Her naïve acrylic paintings are
charmingly innocent and appealing, readily capturing the salient points of each day's work, each
rendered in a separate double page spread. (Creationists should be pleased at the painting of a
dinosaur to depict the creation of"the beasts.") Children who already know this story may enjoy
seeing and hearing this latest version. Youngsters who are unfamiliar with the opening chapters
of the book of Genesis may well wonder, after the final lines, just what happens next? Such
queries should stimulate lively conversations. Brushstrokesare readily visible, often dominating
compositions, as in the creation of Dayand Night, in which darkness looks like a gray, feathered
wing laid over the light. Depicted figures—the aforementioned dinosaur, birds, tortoises—have a
pleasingly blobby look. This adaptation's low key illustrations bring the story to a child's level...
(Kirkus Reviews )Rylant’s illustrations for a simplified version of the Genesis creation story,
adapted from the King James Bible, recall those from her Dog Heaven andCat Heaven—wet,
thickly painted acrylics in which childlike forms appear against milky backgrounds. A featureless
expanse of gray becomes yellow with the turn of a page as God says, “Let there be light.” God
creates pale green grass and fruit trees daubed with bright color. When God makes man and
woman, Rylant paints them as ash gray figures standing apart from one another in a field, facing
away from viewers and bathed in greenish light. In the penultimate spread, a friendly zebra



gazes at a stand of trees bearing red and pink fruit. “He looked at everything he had created and
made, and behold, it was very good.” It is the first image in which the created things are shown
relating to one another, and the first in which warm feeling is expressed. The predominant
impression is one of strange wondrousness as the world comes into being. All ages. (Publishers
Weekly June 27, 2016)The creation story has been told many times for children, but Rylant’s
version presents its wonder in the simplest of ways. The spare text is faithful to the biblical
account of those first seven days, but it takes Genesis’ words and distills them to their purest
forms, not only making the text suitable for a young audience but also showing children the
clarity and precision with which God worked. The narrative also highlights images not easily
recalled from the original text. Does the biblical passage really call out whales by name as one of
God’s creations? It does, and the two page spread that shows an arc of gray sitting upon the
water bears witness to that fact. Rylant, who has occasionally done her own illustrations in the
past, offers artwork that is as bold as it is spare. Thick brush strokes turn into arresting skies,
seas, and sand; layers of acrylic paint form unique colors that are perhaps yet to be named.
Colorful dots on bits of green growing from a brown barbecome fruit trees, and a long, thin line,
squiggling along the sand is a snake. As with the best stories, this allows room for readers to add
to its creation with their own thoughts and imaginations. — Ilene Cooper (Booklist, STARRED
REVIEW September 1)A pleasing addition for fans of Rylant and church libraries looking for
multiple versions of Bible tales. (School library Journal September 2016)About the
AuthorCynthia Rylant is the author of more than 100 books for young people, including the
beloved Henry and Mudge, Annie and Snowball, Brownie & Pearl, Motor Mouse, and Mr. Putter
& Tabby series. Her novel Missing May received the Newbery Medal. She lives in Lake Oswego,
Oregon.Read more
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Scribbled Journeysa Poetry CollectionWritten & Illustrated byAlaena Hope & V.
Shalacewww.scribbledhorizons.comwww.scribbledhorizons.comCopyright © 2021 by Alice and
Vicky ChenAll rights reserved.Spots and StripesTwo kittens sat in a box.One had stripes, the
other had spots.“I’ll trade you my spots for your stripes,” said one.“For I do believe it would be
funTo grow to be a tiger, see?So won’t you trade your stripes to me?”“I suppose I wouldn’t
mindSince, personally, I findA cheetah would be much more cool.To be the fastest—now that
rules!”So the kittens traded spots and stripesAnd grew to be cats of different types,And both
looked fondly back on that dayThat they gave their spots and stripes away.FictionLean close and
let me share with you the wayTo live a dozen lifetimes in a day.These paper boats will bear you
on your way.Take care though that they not lead you astray.This wondrous journey takes us far
and wide,To see this earth through a thousand different eyes.To soar the skies and see where
worlds collide.To laugh and sing and weep and scream and strive.It’s thus I’ve worn a hundred
different facesAnd wandered down ten thousand different roads,Poured dreams inside to fill
these empty spacesAnd wondered why and how and what I know.The thing is, when you walk in
others’ shoes,The person at the end you find is you.Of Tables and Chairs“I’d rather be a table
than a chair,”Said the chair to the table one day.“You get to support the things that people doAnd
be part of life in so many ways.You watch the children do their homework,Hold their food when
people dine,When all I ever get to doIs bear the weight of their behinds.”“I’d rather be a chair
than a table,”The table answered back instead.“At least you get to move around,”The table
glumly said.“When they have guests and barbeques,They arrange you where they can.All that I
know about this houseIs this room in which I stand.”End of the RainbowIt was in early spring,The
day we were first toldThat at the rainbow’s endYou can find a pot of gold.The brothers Jack and
Jim at onceDeclared that they would goAnd find that golden treasureUnderneath the
rainbow.We threw the two a partyThen sent them on their way.At first we thought they’d be right
back,But we soon stopped counting days.It was fifty years beforeWe saw Jack or Jim again.It
was only the two pots of goldThat told us it was them.“I see you found the treasure,”I said. “I must
say, I’m amazed.Was it hard? Did you have fun?Why were you so long delayed?”“Don’t remind
me!” Jack exclaimed.“It wasn’t worth the trip.Every step was grueling.Especially on that sinking
ship.There were storms, bandits and monsters,And days I didn’t eat a thing.I was even thrown in
prisonJust because I couldn’t sing.”“That’s terrible,” I gasped, appalled.“I’m glad you made it
back.And you, Jim? Was your tripAt least a bit better than Jack’s?”“Oh, it was great!” Jim
said,Beaming like the sun.“It might have taken quite a while,But I had a lot of fun.There were
waterfalls and sunsetsLike you would not believe.I rode giant eagles through the skyAnd even
met a queen!I got to swim with mermaidsAnd saved a town from thieves.I even saw a forest
whereThe trees had crystal leaves!”“Well, Jack,” I said, “it seems you shouldHave really gone
with Jim.He chose a better route.You’d have had a better trip with him.”Jack looked at me like I
was mad.“Whatever do you mean?We went together all the wayAnd came back as a team.”“Oh,”



I said, and then I stoppedAt a loss for words.The thought that both their tales were ofOne trip
was just absurd.My Goldfish and Me
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Sara, “7 years old approved!. Scribbled Journeys is a delightful book that I gifted to my daughter
as I want to encourage her to start developing her writing skills. I hope she will enjoy it as much
as I did.”

The book by Alaena Hope has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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